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KOBIL solutions have set a benchmark in digital identity and high-secure data technology. Founded in
1986, the KOBIL Group is headquartered in Worms, Germany and is a pioneer in the fields of smart card,
one-time password, authentication and cryptography. The core of KOBIL’s philosophy is to empower
complete identity and mobile security management on all platforms and communication channels
Nearly half of KOBIL employees work in software development with specialists in cryptography. KOBIL
plays a crucial role in the development of new encryption standards.
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Companies such as Commerzbank, IBM, Migros Bank, Société
Générale, UBS, ZDF and many others put their trust in KOBIL.
KOBIL also works with German Federal Network Agency
and offers them a German specialist solution meeting their
requirements under the name of KOBIL Trust Center HS. KOBIL Trust
Center HS has successfully been in use at the Federal Network
Agency since 2003. It is designed to be redundant consisting of
two systems working in parallel only. KOBIL Trust Center HS uses
its own crypto library which among other things allows for the
use of innovative security mechanisms such as the elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC). KOBIL Trust Center HS is subject the “Common
Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation” and meets
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If you would like to request additional information, schedule a meeting with KOBIL representative, or just
want to ask us a question, please contact us at sales@kobil.com
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